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- simple interface - support for encoders (MediaElement.Net, DirectShow...), decoders
(MediaElement.Net, DirectShow...) and a swf media writer, as well as graphic interface for listing and
creating cPige stream, and graphical display of the radio hearer - continuous audio (in background) -
background support (no need to stop radio hearer) - bandwidth/download traffic limitation (cPige can
read live stream, but can't send on his own) - play or pause the stream when the system is asleep -
broadcast radio stream in a text file that can be easily transferred. - ntpd support More features will be
added at nxt versions. Playlist CreatorIt's a software for creating and saving playlists. It is used to create
all kind of playlists like: Autoreadplaylist, Shoutcastplaylist, Icecastplaylist, Music playlist and others. If
you are using shoutcast you can create a shoutcast playlist from the WPList command, and with Music
you can create a Music playlists with the MPlaylist command. Impex2Impex is a program to work with
your list of words (as a Dictionary). It allows you to build dictionaries by taking words from a list and
putting them in a Dictionary. You can select what level of technical support you need, and can receive
updates for free. It's free to join and get the technical support you need to keep your Dictionary up to
date. Impex2 ProIt's a program to work with your list of words (as a Dictionary). It allows you to build
dictionaries by taking words from a list and putting them in a Dictionary. You can select what level of
technical support you need, and can receive updates for free. It's free to join and get the technical
support you need to keep your Dictionary up to date. Impex2 Pro It's a program to work with your list of
words (as a Dictionary). It allows you to build dictionaries by taking words from a list and putting them
in a Dictionary. You can select what level of technical support you need, and can receive updates for
free. It's free to join and get the technical support you need to keep your Dictionary up to date.
ListMeIt's a software for working with your e-mail. It allows you to keep all you e-mails in a list, and to
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I have the bird configuration to my current streaming server. When I start my streaming server, my
stream is not broadcasting, and I have 5 Icecast: 10.1.1.50:8000/playlist.xml 10.1.1.50:8000/weekly.xml
10.1.1.50:8000/archive.xml 10.1.1.50:8000/addresses.xml 10.1.1.50:8000/test.xml I have my streams set
to be broadcast using the icecast2shout webadmin. There is also a Admin area where i can go to and add
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streams. [b]Install:[/b] 1. Install Python on your server 2. Download cPige 3. Install the cPige Python
API and the Pige API to $INSTALL_DIR/api, set them to 744 4. Download Icecast2Shout 5. Install
cPige for Icecast2Shout 6. Setup Icecast2Shout webadmin for your stream 7. Setup the playlist.xml on
the stream, and on the cPige server 8. Go to your C:\Users\***\AppData\Local\Google\Chrome\User
Data\Default\MediaKeys (*** is your username) and edit the details in there, find your Stream ID. You
will see and enter your stream server and your username. You're now in cPige, click on File - Export.
The file will be created in cPige, and it should be named something like StartStreaming.zip If it has the
"name contains" your stream server and username, don't export it. When you give File - Open, a file to
download the new playlist.xml will be created. Go to (***) to the MediaKeys you just edited, and you
have all your data! [b]cPige Configuration:[/b] To configure cPige, you need to edit the
[hOCMND]Global.json[/hOCMND] file. Change the Line [hOCMND_enabled] to "true" if you want
cPige to be enabled on your stream. Change the Line [hOCMND_server] to "server.cPige.app" and the
Line [ b7e8fdf5c8
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CPige For Windows

============================================= 1) Main function : cPige takes the
stream from shoutcast/icecast and writes your files with the hour/minute you want 2) Special functions :
- backup: backup your streams in a normal directory (with subdirectories by hour/minute) - time_pass:
shorten the length of each MP3 file to make it compatible with shoutcast / icecast, so you can continue
your stream (and more easily to be listen later) - only_artist_title: take only one artist-title pair, no more
than one file for the same hour - output_icecast_dir : put icecast dir in your output directory -
output_shoutcast_dir : put shoutcast dir in your output directory - output_interval : choose your interval
from 6 to 60 minutes - output_error : files will not be created if an error occur.
---------------------------------------------
___________________________________________________________________ 3) User manual
cPige Help : ============================================= cPige - Backup your
Icecast/Shoutcast stream 1) put into /home/domaine/cPige: - icecast/shoutcast url - output directory 2)
unzip cPige_x.x.zip - unzip cPige.bin - unzip cPige/cPige-stats.txt (comport your stats) - unzip
cPige/cPige-hour.txt - unzip cPige/cPige-minute.txt 3) run /home/domaine/cPige/cPige 4) you will have
the following output in your icecast/shoutcast dir -.mp3 (the file of your stream) -.mp3.namedhour (a
namedhour.mp3 file) -.mp3.namedminute (a namedminute.mp3 file) 5) you can start your stream - you
can check your stats - you can input/change your radio.
============================================= 6) Help
============================================= - type "help" - type "help p" : show this
page - type "help dir" : show the output directory path - type "help restore" : show how to restore your
previous backup - type "help backup" : show how to backup your current stream - type "help time

What's New in the CPige?

--------------- * Simply adds tags to audio files in directory from which the webradio stream originates
(or where cPige is installed). * Does not write file if audio file already exists. * Very fast and very light.
For Ubuntu, use only ~32Mb. Free disk space is available with cPige. * In the backup, you choose: - If
you want cPige to automatically cut the file into 60 min long streams (each of which is named like
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"hour_date.month_day.hour"), then you will have backup with 10 files named like
"hour_date.month_day.hour.mp3" - If you want cPige to renames the files, then you will have backup
with 12 files named like "hour_date.month_day_hour.{mp3,ogg,wav}". * Or with 29 files, including the
cover (named like "hour_date.month_day_hour_cover.png") For more information, see the short
description above. cPige Usage Example: --------------------- ``` cPige --directory my_pige_dir --title
my_streaming_webradio ``` Or to be more general, you can choose when you want to backup and when
to cut the files: ``` cPige --directory my_pige_dir --title my_streaming_webradio --days
day_of_the_month --interval day_of_the_month_per_hour ``` cPige Requirements: ------------------- *
web radio * shoutcast/icecast server * cPige installed in your home directory * Update to version 2.0.4 *
Known Bugs: * cPige remembers the time at which it was started on. So if you are open your home
directory at 11:00 and then you start cPige at 11:01, cPige will be started at 11:01, even if you have not
modified the scripts. * There are known bugs in some webradio files that cause cPige to crash or to stop.
* Known Bugs: * cPige does not support &, but it'll never be read anyway. * cPige does not support
--title, --artist, etc. * If you add more than
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System Requirements:

Intel Core i5, i7 or better, Quad core Memory: 3GB+ Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 970 (Quad
core) / NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1080 (8 core) or better DirectX: Version 11 Network: Broadband
Internet connection Storage: 7GB available space System Requirements:
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